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Abstract

Sustainability demands that managers deliberate effects on stakeholders and the environ-

ment alongside traditional profitability measures. This case, suggested by managers of a

distribution firm, seeks to balance environmental impact with cost in an industrial network

decision incorporating limited product recovery which is currently taking place. While this

can be modelled using mathematical programing, non-linear terms in the objective functions

as well as the likeliness that a large number of combinations of binary decision variables result,

suggest that this will not be able to be relied upon for a solution. For this reason, we propose

a heuristic which obtains a Pareto efficient frontier which managers can use to deliberate

the best solution balancing cost and enviromental impact. We illustrate this heuristic on
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the Italian region of Liguria, and suggest various extensions for enhanced product recovery

opportunities.

Keywords: sustainable operations, environmental impact, economic and ecological factors,

case study, heuristic

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Sustainability (classically defined as the ability to meet today’s needs without sacrificing our

ability to meet tomorrow’s needs [see e.g. Hart and Milstein 2003]) has become the latest

challenge facing operations and supply chain management [see e.g. Kleindorfer, et al. 2005 or

Linton et al. 2007]. This push has partly resulted from the fact that while the last two decades

have resulted in significant economic value creation, the consumption of resources by an ever-

growing population coupled with ever-shrinking product lifecycles has left doubt as to how

long such a system can continue unchecked. These concerns have led to increased pressure

placed on firms via increasing environmental legislation and attention from consumers to

environmental impact. Alongside external motivators, firms have realized that short term

profitability is merely one factor in long term economic viability, and success in the long run

requires the incorporation of people and the planet alongside profit in decision making, the

so-called 3 P’s of the triple bottom line.

This paper is aimed at contributing to what [Kleindorfer et al. 2005] refer to as Green

Operations the addition of environmental metrics alongside those used to currently measure

performance. The classic notion that economic goals inevitably trade-off with environmental

goals has been called into question for some time already [see e.g. Porter and van der Linde

1995]. Reductions in energy use have saved DuPont more than $2 billion in costs since 1990,

a quintessential example of a win-win championed by those proponents of corporate social

responsibility [Porter and Kramer 2006]. Still, managers search for tools and decision support

in the quest to incorporate concerns they are often quite unaccustomed to.
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1.2 Case Background and Problem Description

The following case study is based on industrial contact with a primarly Italian distributor

of a diverse range of products. The company specializes in delivering products directly to

consumer’s residences. Its customers are manufacturers selling products via catalogs, internet,

or outside sales representatives.

In order to enable the distribution of the items, it has established a two-tier distribution

system consisting of a centralized hub located in Milan and a number (around 45) of branch

distribution centers, which we will refer to as transit points. The hub, which belongs directly

to the distributor, receives items shipped from manufacturers (OEMs). These shipments are

then cross docked and shipped to transit points via full truck load shipments. The trucks are

not directly owned by the distributor but rather operate as independent contractors receiving

a certain amount of money per kilometer. Transit points also operate independently, as do

the vans which are used to deliver specific shipments to households. In order to certify

these independent operators of transit points as acceptable, a vetting process is utilized

where these contractors are inspected each year by the distributor staff. The transit points

receive an amount of revenue beased on the flow through the facilities. Vans, which are

also independent contractors for the distributor deliver the goods to households, receiving

compensation partly based on time and partly based on kilometers travelled.

Households nationwide are divided into market regions, and each market region must be

served by a transit point. Using Figure 1 to illustrate the planning problem at hand, we can

see that the geographic region to be covered is split into four distinct market regions (MR).

The hub is located in the center of the diagram and three transit points (TP) are opened in

three different market regions. We can also see that while the first two transit points serve

the demand (and only the demand) of their respective market regions, the third transit point

must serve the demand of two market regions (MR3 and MR4).

Product recovery management, where firms take products back at the end of either their

use or life, is also a component of sustainable operations [see Dekker, et al. 2004]. Product

recovery can take on many forms depending on the circumstances present. It might be simply

a return of an unwanted product from a customer to a retailer, which might necessitate
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Figure 1: Illustrating a generic network structure

light reprocessing prior to being resold to another customer. More intense product recovery

examples might be remanufacturing or material recycling. Typically, the firm is able to save

on costs (material, labor, disposal fees) which would have been incurred had the returned

product simply been disposed of and another produced in its place. The environment benefits

from decreased usage of virgin material,energy, and landfill space

At present, product recovery is occurring in a restricted manner. Due to the sales

channels used, the majority of the products are paid for only upon delivery (Cash on delivery,

or COD) with the driver responsible to collect the money when the customer signs to receive

the product. In some cases, however, since the customer has not paid in advance for the

product delivered, or in other cases may not have yet had the opportunity to physically

examine the purchase, the product may be refused by the customer necessitating its return

to the transit point or hub. The percentage of these types of returns vary by region. These

return flows should also be incorporated into the decision of the number and location of

transit points, a matter which is particularly relevant given their magnitude.

We can distinguish between transportation modes as follows:

• Primary transportation: This refers to transportation between the hub and transit

points on trucks. We can further differentiate between forward and reverse transport
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flows.

• Secondary transportation: This refers to transport from the transit points to the house-

hold, accomplished by the vans. Here the forward and reverse flows will occur within

the same van tour.

In order to evaluate profitability, we can examine the costs incurred by the distributor

assuming that the demand is exogenously given and cannot be influenced. The following costs

are relevant to the decision: (1) fixed costs per year to vet the transit points, (2) primary

transportation costs, the money paid to the independent trucks to move products from the

hub to transit points and back, and (3) secondary transportation costs for the van drivers’

compensation (both time and distance).

Moreover instead of using a pure economical optimization approach we will jointly

consider economical and environmental performances so as to guarantee the sustainability

of the solutions generated. In order to measure the environmental impact of decisions, the

cumulative energy demand (CED) is used following recent scientific work by [Quariguasi Frota

Neto et al 2009] which has shown it to be appropriate for use in such settings. CED is an

indicator measuring the ecological impact or environmental performance of processes and has

been shown to correlate well to global warming indicators [Huijbregts et al. 2006]. CED-

coefficients can be obtained using readily available online databases [e.g. GEMIS (2009)].

The distributor is interested in evaluating the number and location of transit points

throughout Italy with regard to costs, but also environmental impact. Specifically, it must

be decided (1) in which market regions should transit points be set up and (2) which transit

point should serve each market region where a transit point is not set up. Indeed, others [e.g.

Tsoulfas and Pappis 2006] have suggested incorporating environmental factors and product

recovery in transportation network decisions.

1.3 Roadmap

The next section will begin by introducing a mathematical model of the industrial decision

faced. Since we will show that the model will not be able to be solved for realistically
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sized problems, we will subsequently introduce a heuristic solution method and illustrate it

with a small practical example using Liguria, a region in Italy served by the distributor.

The final section will provide concluding comments and an outlook on future research aims,

such as expanding the model to allow for more sophisticated product recovery scenarios the

distributor is deliberating.

2 Solution Methods

2.1 Model

2.1.1 Economic

Starting by formulating expressions for cost, we can first introduce i ∈ I as the index for

market regions and j ∈ Iz (with I ⊇ Iz) for the index for transit points. Several things are

known about each market region, viz. the size (or area) of the market region (Si), the average

number of delivery destinations per day (Ni), the average number of deliveries per day (Di,

noting quickly that Di ≥ Ni), the average volume of deliveries per week (Vi), the distance

between the hub and the market region (di), and the portion of regret returns (ri). Cost

parameters include fixed costs per year to vet a transit point (cf ), van driver cost per unit

time (cv), cost per kilometer to transport material from the hub to the transit point (cp), and

the cost per kilometer to transport material from the transit point to households (cs). The

trucks have a capacity of kp (in volume) and vans have a capacity of ks (in deliveries).

The main decision for the model is whether or not a certain market region should be

served by a certain transit point, which is denoted yi,j . Once these decisions are known,

several other decisions would be automatically determined. First, zj would indicate whether

or not a transit point is opened in a given market region, xd
j indicates the number of truck

trips per week for primary forward transportation, i.e. used to supply a transit point from

the hub, and xr
j the number of trucks per month for reverse primary transportation, i.e. used

to return products from a transit point to the hub. Likewise, the area served by a transit

point (Sj), the average number of deliveries per day made by vans from a transit point (Nj),

the average number of destinations made by vans from a transit point (Dj), average volume
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Table 1: Notation for parameters

Sets and indices

i Index for market regions
j Index for transit points
I Set of market regions
Iz Set of transit points

Parameters

Si Size (area) of market region i

Ni Number of delivery destinations (Average per day) in MR i

Di Number of deliveries (Average per day) in MR i

Vi Volume of deliveries (Average per week) in MR i

Wi Weight of deliveries (Average per week) in MR i

di Distance between the hub and market region i

cp Cost per kilometer to transport from the hub to transit points
cs Cost per kilometer to transport from transit point to market regions
cv Cost of van driver per unit time
cf Fixed cost per year to open transit point in market region i

kp Capacity of truck from hub to transit points (volume in m3)
ks Capacity of van from transit points to market regions (number of deliveries)
ri Portion of regret returns from customers in market region i

α Coefficient used for the calculation of distances
[α=0.57 for Euclidean distance, α=0.82 for city block distances]

β1,...,β5 Scaling parameters

of deliveries per week made by vans from an open transit point V d
j , and the average volume of

returns from the transit points to the hub (V r
j ) would be known. Tables 1 and 2 recapitulate

the notation for parameters and decision variables, respectively.

We can now examine each cost term in turn. Starting with the fixed cost per year, this

can be easily given as
∑

j zj · c
f . Next, the primary forward transportation per week can be

expressed as
∑

j cp · dj · x
d
j . Analogously, the reverse primary transportation per month can

be given as
∑

j cp · dj · x
r
j . The van driver costs per day can be expressed as cv · (Dj/ks).

The final cost, the secondary transportation, is more difficult to estimate due to the

fact that the distance travelled by vans from an open transit point, the routes resulting from

a vehicle routing problem, cannot easily be given in advance. Due to this fact, we use an

approximation which is based on the size of the area serviced, the number of deliveries, and

the capacity (in number of deliveries) of the vehicles used. The approximation, based on the

work of Daganzo (2005), is given as
(

2·F (Sj)
ks · Nj + α ·

√

Sj · Nj

)

, where F (Sj) represents a
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Table 2: Notation for decision variables

Primary decision variables

yi,j Binary: Market i will be served by transit point j

Ancillary decisions

zj Binary: Transit point j is open
xd

j Number of truck trips per week needed to supply transit point j

xr
j Number of trucks per month for reverse primary transportation from transit

point j to hub
Sj Area served by the opened transit point j

Nj Number of deliveries (average per day) which must be made by vans from open
transit point j

Dj Number of destinations (average per day) which must be made by vans from
open transit point j

V d
j Volume of deliveries per week which must be made by vans from open transit

point j

V r
j Volume of returns per month from transit point j to hub

W d
j Weight of deliveries per week which must be made by vans from open transit

point j

W r
j Weight of returns per month from transit point j to hub

non-linear function of the size and α is a parameter which depends on whether city block

distance or euclidean distance is assumed. The secondary transportation cost per day can be

then given by multiplying this expression by cs.

In order to combine these terms into an objective function, we must use scaling param-

eters to account for the different time units. Some discussion might be helpful here. The fixed

cost is an annual cost since each open transit point must be vetted once per year. Forward

primary transportation takes place with a certain amount of trips per week from the hub to

the transit points. Naturally, the larger a transit point (the more market regions it serves),

the more trips per week must be made to supply it. The reverse primary transportation trips

will be less frequent, with a certain amount occuring per month, since the firm wishes to

reap scale economies in transportation by avoiding trips where the truck is not sufficiently

utilized. Lastly, the secondary transportation happens daily, with van routes being started

and completed each day, with a certain amount occuring each day. In order to account for

this, β1 can represent the number of months per year, β2 can represent the number of weeks

per year, and β3 can represent the number of days per year.
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The relevant cost funtion can be now formulated as follows:

C =
∑

j

{

zj · c
f + β1

(

cp · dj · x
r
j

)

+ β2

(

cp · dj · x
d
j

)

(1)

+β3

[

cv ·
Dj

ks
+ cs

(

2 · F (Sj)

ks
· Nj + α ·

√

Sj · Nj

)]

This would be subject to the following constraints:

Sj =
∑

i

yi,j · Si ∀j (2)

Nj =
∑

i

yi,j · Ni ∀j (3)

Dj =
∑

i

yi,j · Di ∀j (4)

V d
j =

∑

i

yi,j · Vi ∀j (5)

∑

i

yi,j · Vi ≤ xd
j · k

p ∀j (6)

V r
j = β4 ·

∑

i

yi,j · ri · Vi ∀j (7)

∑

j

yi,j = 1 ∀i (8)

V r
j ≤ xr

j · k
p ∀j (9)

yi,j ≤ zj ∀i, j where i 6= j (10)

yi,j = zj ∀i, j where i = j (11)

yi,j , zj ≥ 0 and binary ∀i, j (12)

xd
j , x

r
j ≥ 1 and integer ∀j (13)

Constraints (2) through (5) determine the size, number of deliveries and destinations,

and volume of deliveries from a certain transit point. (6) determines the number of trips
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in primary forward transportation, by accounting for the capacity of the trucks. (7) assigns

the amount of volume of return primary transportation using β4 as the number of weeks per

month. (8) ensures that each market region is served by one (and only one) transit point.

(9) accounts for the truck capacity in reverse primary transportation. (10) ensures that only

an open transit point may serve any market region. (11) makes certain that an open transit

point will serve its own market region’s demand. The last two constraints are binary and

non-negativity constraints, respectively.

2.1.2 Ecological

For environmental impact, the Cumulative Energy Demand (CED) is chosen as our aggre-

gated screening indicator for ecological impacts. CED represents the primary energy used

over the life cycle of a good or for a certain process, and has shown good correlations to

different ecological impact categories, e.g. global warming potential [Huijbregts et al., 2005].

In our case, CED depends on which transportation method is used and can be calculated

by multiplying the amount of kilometers travelled by the mass transported and the specific

CED-coefficients for transportation processes. We can denote ep as the CED per kilometer

and ton for the primary transportation (trucks) and es as the CED per kilometer and ton for

secondary transportation (vans).

Using this notation, we can formulate an energy function as follows:

E =
∑

j

{

β1

(

ep · dj · x
r
j · W

r
j

)

+ β2

(

ep · dj · x
d
j · W

d
j

)

(14)

+β3

[

es

(

2 · F (Sj)

ks
· Nj + α ·

√

Sj · Nj

)

· W d
j · β5

]

Where β5 denotes the number of days per week.
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This would be subject to the following constraints:

W d
j =

∑

i

yi,j · Wi ∀j (15)

W r
j = β4 ·

∑

i

yi,j · ri · Wi ∀j (16)

As can be seen, (15) calculates the amount of forward primary transportation to an

open transit point while (16) calculates the reverse primary transportation returning to the

hub from an open transit point.

2.1.3 Discussion

With functions for the Cost and Cumulative Energy Demand formulated, one might choose

to weigh each criteria (cost and energy) by a chosen weight and minimize the sum. This can

be expressed as:

min Z = γC · C + γE · E (17)

The weights (γC and γE) on each criteria would reflect both their relative importance

as well as reflect the differences in units of measurement. Such weights, while likely producing

an unambiguously optimal solution, would be a source of great contention. Indeed, an optimal

solution aquired with one set of weights would be not likely to be optimal for another set

of weights. As mentioned in [Minzberg, et al. (2002)], while deciding between competing

objectives is often very difficult, it is the quintessential role of managers to deliberate these

trade-offs. Furthermore, the managers at the distributor desire a method which they can use

to examine the tradeoffs more closely.

There are other concerns relating to the ability of the model to produce solutions to

industrial problems in a reliable manner. First, that the terms of the objective function

contain non-linear elements would mean that obtaining a mathematically optimal solution

would be difficult, if at all possible. Second, for a decision containing many market regions
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(i.e. if the entire country of Italy were to be considered), a large number of combinations

of binary decision variables would greatly increase the complexity of the problem at hand,

making finding the optimal combination difficult. For all of these reasons, we have developed

a heuristic to assist the managers at the distributor with this decision.

2.2 Solution Method

The solution method that we propose is an algorithm that works in a greedy drop fashion. In

a certain geographical region to be planned, we start by placing transit points in each market

region. In each iteration, the transit point fulfilling the least number of deliveries is dropped

and its market region is aggregated into the service area of a neighbor transit point with the

most number of deliveries.

In our experience, starting with all of the market regions as transit points results in

the solution with the highest cost (economic measure) but the lowest product between weight

transported and kilometers travelled (proportional to CED, the ecological measure). As

points are dropped, the costs decrease while the energy demand increases. While pursuing

the goal of combined economic-environmental efficiency, the existence of a trade-off curve

was identified as observed in [Ferretti et al 2007]. The result is a Pareto frontier similar to

that suggested in [Huppes and Ishikawa 2005] and observed in [Quariguasi Frota Neto, et al.

2008].

The steps of the heuristic are given as follows:

Step 1 Start by opening transit points in all market regions. As such, these TP’s are re-

sponsible for their own market region alone.

Step 2 Identify the transit point with the least number of deliveries. Close this TP down

and add its deliveries to the adjacent transit point with the most number of deliveries.

Step 3 Continue until only one transit point remains which is serving all of the market

regions.

Performances, in terms of costs and CED, resulting from each iteration can be depicted

in a diagram (as illustrtively reported in Figure 2) and, as already claimed a Pareto-efficient
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frontier can be individuated. On the basis of this Pareto-efficient frontier, management must

Figure 2: CED and costs after the complete set of iteration and Pareto-efficient frontier

strategically decide how environmentally friendly the firm wishes to be. While balancing

competing objectives is inherently difficult, there is no cogent mechanism to resolve this

conflict, and therefore this decision must be relegated to senior management.

2.3 An illustrative example

In order to illustrate the algorithm, we choose the italian region of Liguria. The entire region

to be covered is split into four distinct market regions corresponding to the four provinces

(named La Spezia, Genova, Savona and Imperia). As can be seen in Figure 3, the four

market regions form a line, thus two market regions have only two neighbors and the other

two market regions have only one neighbor.

Main data for the market regions are reported in Table 3.
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Figure 3: Liguria Market Regions geographical representation

Table 3: Main data for the Liguria Market regions

Application of the algorithm reported in the previous section leads to the iteration

graphically reported in Figure 5, where CED and costs data are opportunely normalized for

confidentiality reasons (1 correspond to the maximum while 0 to the minium within the all

set of possibile configurations).

Results reported in Figure 5 confirm that starting from the situation with the highest

number of open transit point to the last iteration (only one transit point) the solutions move

from pure economic optimality (minimum cost) to pure environmental optimality (minimum

CED). The final decision is left to the decision makers who can decide from extreme solutions

(iteration 1 and 4) and balanced ones (iteration 2 and 3) according to the relative importance

between the economical and the environmental performaces.
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Figure 4: Results of algorithm iteration for the Liguria region illustrative example
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3 Conclusion and Outlook

As we have seen, sustainable operations potentiating long run profitability necessitates the

incorporation of the planet (environment) and people (stakeholders) alongside traditional

performance measures of cost and profit used in decision making. Since these competing

objectives do not always result in a win-win situation but rather often trade-off against each

other, decision makers must be given tools which enable them to mindfully deliberate the

consequences of alternatives. Indeed, the case study presented was suggested by managers of

the firm eager to form a network which is both profitable and environmentally responsible.

The decision problem faced by the firm, one where it must set up a network of different

transit points to serve market regions in Italy, can indeed be modelled using mathematical

programming with two objective functions, one for cost (profit) and the other for energy

demand (planet). However, both of these objective functions contain non-linear terms, which

will make obtaining a provable optimal solution difficult. It is also likely to be quite complex

for areas containing many market regions and therefore many combinations of binary deci-

sion variables. Lastly, arriving at a singullar optimal solution would require weights to be

applied to each of these objective functions, and these weights would be both necessary and

contentious.

For these reasons, we proposed a heuristic developed for this case and illustrated it

using the Italian region of Liguria. The solution method arrives at a Pareto efficient frontier

which managers can use to select an appropriate single solution balancing the cost and energy

demand of the network design decision.

This research can be extended in several ways by incorporating more sophisticated

forms of product recovery from customers. The first alternative (spare part return) allowing

for enhanced product recovery considers a situation where a customer has a broken product

(e.g. vacuum cleaner) and has ordered a spare part from the manufacturer. Due to the simple

nature of the spare part, the customer is able to replace it herself when she receives the spare

part from the driver upon delivery. The malfunctioning spare which has been replaced can

then be given to the driver for possible return to the transit point or hub.
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The second alternative for product recovery (product return) is one where the customer

buys a new product and receives a discount on it contingent on them returning their old

product. For an example, one can imagine this with vacuum cleaners. In this alternative, a

consequent question would be whether the product recovery operation should be set-up at

the hub or at certain transit points.

In third possible extended recovery option (opportunity return), the customer has the

option to return products unrelated to the delivery. In other words, the customer ordered and

received their vacuum cleaner, but may have e.g. empty printer toner cartridges which they

can give to the driver to be transported back to the transit point or hubs. These additional

product recovery options would allow the firm to deliberate both their effectiveness as well

as their impact on the network design.
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